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1. Introduction
In this paper we survey with complete proofs some well–known,
but hard to find, results about constructing closed embedded minimal
surfaces in a closed 3-dimensional manifold via min–max arguments.
This includes results of J. Pitts, F. Smith, and L. Simon and F. Smith.
The basic idea of constructing minimal surfaces via min–max argu-
ments and sweep-outs goes back to Birkhoff, who used such a method
to find simple closed geodesics on spheres. In particular when M2 is
the 2-dimensional sphere we can find a 1–parameter family of curves
starting and ending at a point curve in such a way that the induced
map F : S2 → S2 (see Fig. 1) has nonzero degree. Birkhoff’s argument
(or the min-max argument) allows us to conclude that M has a non-
trivial closed geodesic of length less than or equal to the length of the
longest curve in the 1-parameter family. A curve shortening argument
gave that the geodesic obtained in this way is simple.
The difficulty in generalizing this method to get embedded mini-
mal surfaces in 3–manifolds is three fold. The first problem is getting
regularity of the min–max surface obtained. In Birkhoff’s case (curves
in surfaces) this was almost immediate. The second key difficulty is to
show that the min–max surface is embedded. Using the technical tools
of Geometric Measure Theory (mostly the theory of varifolds), these
two problems are tackled at the same time. The third key difficulty is
to get a good genus bound for the embedded minimal surface obtained.
1.1. The min–max construction in 3–manifolds. In the fol-
lowing M denotes a closed 3–dimensional Riemannian manifold, Diff0
The first author was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS 0104453.
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Figure 1. A 1–parameter family of curves on a 2–sphere
which induces a map F : S2 → S2 of degree 1.
is the identity component of the diffeomorphism group of M , and
Is is the set of smooth isotopies. Thus Is is the set of maps ψ ∈
C∞([0, 1] ×M,M) such that ψ(0, ·) is the identity and ψ(t, ·) ∈ Diff0
for every t.
We will first give a version of 1–parameter families of surfaces in 3-
manifolds. The most direct way of doing this is to let F : [0, 1]×Σ→ M
be a smooth map such that F (t, ·) is an embedding of the surface Σ for
every t ∈ [0, 1]. If we let Σt = F ({t} × Σ), then {Σt}t∈[0,1] is a smooth
1–parameter family of surfaces in M . This notion can be generalized
in two directions. The first one is to relax the regularity required in
the t–variable:
Definition 1.1. A family {Σt}t∈[0,1] of surfaces of M is said to be
continuous if
(c1) H2(Σt) is a continuous function of t;
(c2) Σt → Σt0 in the Hausdorff topology whenever t→ t0.
A second generalization allows the family of surfaces to degenerate
in finitely many points:
Definition 1.2. A family {Σt}t∈[0,1] of subsets of M is said to be
a generalized family of surfaces if there are a finite subset T of [0, 1]
and a finite set of points P in M such that
1. (c1) and (c2) hold;
2. Σt is a surface for every t 6∈ T ;
3. For t ∈ T , Σt is a surface in M \ P .
Figure 1 gives (in one dimensions less) an example of a generalized
1–parameter family with T = {0, 1}. To avoid confusion, families of
surfaces will be denoted by {Σt}. Thus, when referring to a surface
a subscript will denote a real parameter, whereas a superscript will
denote an integer as in a sequence.
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Given a generalized family {Σt} we can generate new generalized
families via the following procedure. Take an arbitrary map ψ ∈
C∞([0, 1]×M,M) such that ψ(t, ·) ∈ Diff0 for each t and define {Σ
′
t}
by Σ′t = ψ(t,Σt). We will say that a set Λ of generalized families is
saturated if it is closed under this operation.
Remark 1.3. For technical reasons we will require that any of the
saturated sets Λ that we consider has the additional property that there
exists some N = N(Λ) <∞ such that for any {Σt} ⊂ Λ, the set P in
Definition 1.2 consists of at most N points. This additional property
will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.6.
Given a family {Σt} ⊂ Λ we denote by F({Σt}) the area of its
maximal slice and by m0(Λ) the infimum of F taken over all families
of Λ; that is,
F({Σt}) = max
t∈[0,1]
H2(Σt) and (1)
m0(Λ) = inf
Λ
F = inf
{Σt}∈Λ
[
max
t∈[0,1]
H2(Σt)
]
. (2)
(note that it is minimal)maximal slice
with area F({Σt}
surface with area m0(Λ)
Figure 2. F({Σt}) and m0(Λ).
If limnF({Σt}n) = m0(Λ), then we say that the sequence of gen-
eralized families of surfaces {{Σt}n} ⊂ Λ is a minimizing sequence.
Assume {{Σt}n} is a minimizing sequence and let {tn} be a sequence
of parameters. If the areas of the slices {Σntn} converge to m0, i.e. if
H2(Σntn)→ m0(Λ), then we say that {Σ
n
tn} is a min–max sequence.
An important point in the min–max construction is to find a sat-
urated set Λ of generalized families of surfaces with m0(Λ) > 0. This
can for instance be done by using the following elementary proposition
proven in Appendix A; see Fig. 3:
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Proposition 1.4. LetM be a closed 3-manifold with a Riemannian
metric and let {Σt} be the level sets of a Morse function. The smallest
saturated set Λ containing the family {Σt} has m0(Λ) > 0.
Figure 3. A sweep–out of the torus by level sets of a
Morse function. In this case there are four degenerate
slices in the 1–parameter family.
The following example of sweep–outs of the 3–sphere is a direct
generalization of the families of curves on the 2–sphere considered by
Birkhoff:
Example 1.5. Let x4 be the coordinate function on the 3–sphere
coming from its standard embedding into R4. By Proposition 1.4, for
any fixed metric on S3 the level sets of x4 generate a saturated set of
generalized families of surfaces with m0 > 0.
In this survey we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.6. [Simon–Smith] Let M be a closed 3-manifold with
a Riemannian metric. For any saturated set of generalized families of
surfaces Λ, there is a min–max sequence obtained from Λ and converg-
ing in the sense of varifolds to a smooth embedded minimal surface with
area m0(Λ) (multiplicity is allowed).
An easy corollary of Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.6 is the exis-
tence of a smooth embedded minimal surface in any closed Riemannian
3–manifold (Pitts proved that in any closed Riemannian manifold of
dimension at most 7 there is a closed embedded minimal hypersurface;
see theorem A and the final remark of the introduction of [P]).
For Λ as in Example 1.5 (where M is topologically a 3-sphere but
could have an arbitrary metric and the sweep–outs are by 2-spheres)
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Simon and Smith proved that the min–max sequence given by Theo-
rem 1.6 converges to a disjoint union of embedded minimal 2–spheres,
possibly with multiplicity. The following generalization of this result
was announced by Pitts and Rubinstein in [PR1] (in this theorem g(Σ)
is the genus of the surface Σ):
Theorem 1.7. If {Σktk} is the min–max sequence of Theorem 1.6
and Σ∞ its limit, then
g(Σ∞) ≤ lim inf
k→∞
g(Σktk) . (3)
We plan to address the proof of Theorem 1.7 elsewhere.
Part 1. Overview of the proof
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation. We begin by fixing some notation which will be
used throughout. When speaking of an isotopy ψ, that is, of a map
ψ : [0, 1] ×M → M such that ψ(t, ·) ∈ Diff0 for every t, then if not
otherwise specified we assume that ψ ∈ Is. Recall that Is is the set of
smooth isotopies that start at the identity. Moreover, we say that ψ is
supported in U if ψ(t, x) = x for every (t, x) ∈ [0, 1]× (M \ U).
Most places Γ and Σ will either denote smooth closed surfaces inM
(multiplicity allowed) or smooth surfaces in some subset U ⊂ M with
Σ \ Σ ⊂ ∂U . However, there are a few places where Σ and Γ denote
surfaces which are smooth away from finitely many (singular) points.
Below is a list of our notation:
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TxM the tangent space of M at x
TM the tangent bundle of M .
Inj (M) the injectivity radius of M .
H2 the 2–d Hausdorff measure in the metric
space (M, d).
Bρ(x) open ball
Bρ(x) closed ball
∂Bρ(x) distance sphere of radius ρ in M .
diam(G) diameter of a subset G ⊂M .
d(G1, G2) the Hausdorff distance between the subsets
G1 and G2 of M .
D, Dρ the unit disk and the disk of radius ρ in R
2.
B, Bρ the unit ball and the ball of radius ρ in R3.
expx the exponential map in M at x ∈M .
Is(U) smooth isotopies supported in U .
G2(U), G(U) grassmannian of (unoriented) 2–planes
on U ⊂ M .
An(x, τ, t) the open annulus Bt(x) \Bτ (x).
AN r(x) the set {An(x, τ, t) where 0 < τ < t < r}.
C∞(X, Y ) smooth maps from X to Y .
C∞c (X, Y ) smooth maps with compact support from X
to the vector space Y .
2.2. Varifolds. We will need to recall some basic facts from the
theory of varifolds; see for instance chapter 4 and chapter 8 of [Si]
for further information. Varifolds are a convenient way of generalizing
surfaces to a category that has good compactness properties. An ad-
vantage of varifolds, over other generalizations (like currents), is that
they do not allow for cancellation of mass. This last property is fun-
damental for the min–max construction.
If U is an open subset of M , any finite nonnegative measure on the
Grassmannian of unoriented 2–planes on U is said to be a 2–varifold in
U . The Grassmannian of 2–planes will be denoted by G2(U) and the
vector space of 2–varifolds is denoted by V2(U). With the exception
of Appendix C, throughout we will consider only 2–varifolds; thus we
drop the 2.
We endow V(U) with the topology of the weak convergence in the
sense of measures, thus we say that a sequence V k of varifolds converge
to a varifold V if for every function ϕ ∈ Cc(G(U))
lim
k→∞
∫
ϕ(x, π) dV k(x, π) =
∫
ϕ(x, π) dV (x, π) .
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Here π denotes a 2–plane of TxM . If U
′ ⊂ U and V ∈ V(U), then we
denote by V U ′ the restriction of the measure V to G(U ′). Moreover,
‖V ‖ will be the unique measure on U satisfying∫
U
ϕ(x) d‖V ‖(x) =
∫
G(U)
ϕ(x) dV (x, π) ∀ϕ ∈ Cc(U) .
The support of ‖V ‖, denoted by supp (‖V ‖), is the smallest closed set
outside which ‖V ‖ vanishes identically. The number ‖V ‖(U) will be
called the mass of V in U . When U is clear from the context, we say
briefly the mass of V .
Recall also that a 2–dimensional rectifiable set is a countable union
of closed subsets of C1 surfaces (modulo sets of H2–measure 0). Thus,
if R ⊂ U is a 2–dimensional rectifiable set and h : R → R+ is a Borel
function, then we can define a varifold V by∫
G(U)
ϕ(x, π) dV (x, π) =
∫
R
h(x)ϕ(x, TxR) dH
2(x) ∀ϕ ∈ Cc(G(U)) .
(4)
Here TxR denotes the tangent plane to R in x. If h is integer–valued,
then we say that V is an integer rectifiable varifold. If Σ =
⋃
niΣi,
then by slight abuse of notation we use Σ for the varifold induced by
Σ via (4).
2.3. Pushforward, first variation, monotonicity formula. If
V is a varifold induced by a surface Σ ⊂ U and ψ : U → U ′ a dif-
feomorphism, then we let ψ♯V ∈ V(U ′) be the varifold induced by the
surface ψ(Σ). The definition of ψ♯V can be naturally extended to any
V ∈ V(U) by∫
ϕ(y, σ) d(ψ♯V )(y, σ) =
∫
Jψ(x, π)ϕ(ψ(x), dψx(π)) dV (x, π) ;
where Jψ(x, π) denotes the Jacobian determinant (i.e. the area ele-
ment) of the differential dψx restricted to the plane π; cf. equation
(39.1) of [Si].
Given a smooth vector field χ, let ψ be the isotopy generated by
χ, i.e. with ∂ψ
∂t
= χ(ψ). The first variation of V with respect to χ is
defined as
[δV ](χ) =
d
dt
(‖ψ(t, ·)♯V ‖)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
;
cf. sections 16 and 39 of [Si]. When Σ is a smooth surface we recover
the classical definition of first variation of a surface:
[δΣ](χ) =
∫
Σ
divΣχ dH
2 =
d
dt
(H2(ψ(t,Σ)))
∣∣∣∣
t=0
.
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If [δV ](χ) = 0 for every χ ∈ C∞c (U, TU), then V is said to be stationary
in U . Thus stationary varifolds are natural generalizations of minimal
surfaces.
Stationary varifolds in Euclidean spaces satisfy the monotonicity
formula (see sections 17 and 40 of [Si]):
For every x the function f(ρ) =
‖V ‖(Bρ(x))
πρ2
is non–decreasing. (5)
When V is a stationary varifold in a Riemannian manifold a similar
formula with an error term holds. Namely, there exists a constant
C(r) ≥ 1 such that
f(s) ≤ C(r)f(ρ) whenever 0 < s < ρ < r. (6)
Moreover, the constant C(r) approaches 1 as r ↓ 0. This property
allows us to define the density of a stationary varifold V at x, by
θ(x, V ) = lim
r↓0
‖V ‖(Br(x))
πr2
.
Thus θ(x, V ) corresponds to the upper density θ∗2 of the measure ‖V ‖
as defined in section 3 of [Si]. The following theorem gives a useful
condition for rectifiability in terms of density:
Theorem 2.1. (Theorem 42.4 of [Si]). If V is a stationary varifold
with θ(V, x) > 0 for ‖V ‖–a.e. x, then V is rectifiable.
2.4. Tangent cones, Constancy Theorem. Tangent varifolds
are the natural generalization of tangent planes for smooth surfaces. In
order to define tangent varifolds in a 3–dimensional manifold we need
to recall what a dilation in a manifold is. If x ∈ M and ρ < Inj (M),
then the dilation around x with factor ρ is the map T xρ : Bρ(x) → B1
given by T xρ (z) = (exp
−1
x (z))/ρ; thus if M = R
3, then T xρ is the usual
dilation y → (y − x)/ρ.
Definition 2.2. If V ∈ V(M), then we denote by V xρ the dilated
varifold in V(B1) given by V
x
ρ = (T
x
ρ )♯V . Any limit V
′ ∈ V(B1) of a
sequence V xsn of dilated varifolds, with sn ↓ 0, is said to be a tangent
varifold at x. The set of all tangent varifolds to V at x is denoted by
T (x, V ).
It is well known that if the varifold V is stationary, then any tangent
varifold to V is a stationary Euclidean cone (see section 42 of [Si]); that
is a stationary varifold in R3 which is invariant under the dilations
y → y/ρ. If V is also integer rectifiable and the support of V is
contained in the union of a finite number of disjoint connected surfaces
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Σi, i.e. supp (‖V ‖) ⊂
⋃
Σi, then the Constancy Theorem (see theorem
41.1 of [Si]) gives that V =
⋃
miΣ
i for some natural numbers mi.
2.5. Curvature estimates for stable minimal surfaces. In
many of the proofs we will use Schoen’s curvature estimate (see [Sc] or
[CM2]) for stable minimal surfaces. Recall that this estimate asserts
that if U ⊂⊂ M , then there exists a universal constant, C(U), such
that for every stable minimal surface Σ ⊂ U with ∂Σ ⊂ ∂U and second
fundamental form A
|A|2(x) ≤
C(U)
d2(x, ∂U)
∀x ∈ Σ . (7)
In fact, what we will use is not the actual curvature estimate, rather it
is the following consequence of it:
If {Σn} is a sequence of stable minimal surfaces in U , then a
subsequence converges to a stable minimal surface Σ∞ . (8)
3. Overview of the proof of Theorem 1.6
In the following we fix a saturated set Λ of generalized 1-parameter
families of surfaces and denote by m0 = m0(Λ) the infimum of the
areas of the maximal slices in Λ; cf. (1). The proof of Theorem 1.6,
which we will outline in this section, follows by combining two results,
Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 7.1. The proofs of these two results will
involve all the material presented in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6.
3.1. Stationarity. If {{Σt}k} ⊂ Λ is a minimizing sequence, then
it is easy to show the existence of a min–max sequence which converge
(after possibly passing to subsequences) to a stationary varifold. How-
ever, as Fig. 4 illustrate, a general minimizing sequence {{Σt}k} can
have slices Σktk with area converging tom0 but not “clustering” towards
stationary varifolds.
In the language introduced above, this means that a given mini-
mizing sequence {{Σt}k} can have min–max sequences which are not
clustering to stationary varifolds. This is a source of some technical
problems and forces us in Section 4 to show how to choose a “good”
minimizing sequence {{Σt}
k}. This is the content of the following
proposition:
Proposition 3.1. There exists a minimizing sequence {{Σt}n} ⊂
Λ such that every min–max sequence {Σntn} clusters to stationary var-
ifolds.
A result similar to Proposition 3.1 appeared in [P] (see theorem 4.3
of [P]). The proof follows from ideas of [Alm] (cf. 12.5 there).
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bad slicesgood slices
Figure 4. Slices with area close to m0. The good ones
are very near to a minimal surface of area m0, whereas
the bad ones are far from any stationary varifold.
3.2. Almost minimizing. A stationary varifold can be quite far
from an embedded minimal surface. The key point for getting reg-
ularity for varifolds produced by min–max sequences is the concept
of “almost minimizing surfaces” or a.m. surfaces. Roughly speaking a
surface Σ is almost minimizing if any path of surfaces {Σt}t∈[0,1] starting
at Σ and such that Σ1 has small area (compared to Σ) must necessar-
ily pass through a surface with large area. That is, there must exist a
τ ∈]0, 1[ such that Στ has large area compared with Σ; see Fig. 5.
γ
Figure 5. Curves near γ are ε–a.m.: It is impossible
to deform any such curve isotopically to a much smaller
curve without passing through a large curve.
The precise definition of a.m. surfaces is the following:
Definition 3.2. Given ε > 0, an open set U ⊂M3, and a surface
Σ, we say that Σ is ε–a.m. in U if there does not exist any isotopy ψ
supported in U such that
H2(ψ(t, N)) ≤ H2(N) + ε/8 for all t; (9)
H2(ψ(1, N)) ≤ H2(N)− ε. (10)
A sequence {Σn} is said to be a.m. in U if each Σn is εn–a.m. in U for
some εn ↓ 0.
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This definition first appeared in Smith’s dissertation, [Sm], and
was inspired by a similar one of Pitts (see the definition of almost
minimizing varifolds in 3.1 of [P]). In section 4 of his book, Pitts
used combinatorial arguments (some of which were based on ideas of
Almgren, [Alm]) to prove a general existence theorem for almost mini-
mizing varifolds. The situation we deal with here is much simpler, due
to the fact that we only consider 1–parameter families of surfaces and
not general multi–parameter families. Using a version of the combi-
natorial arguments of Pitts, we will prove in Section 5 the following
proposition:
Proposition 3.3. There exists a function r : M → R+ and a
min–max sequence {Σj} such that:
• {Σj} is a.m. in every annulus An centered at x and with outer
radius at most r(x);
• In any such annulus, Σj is smooth when j is sufficiently large;
• Σj converges to a stationary varifold V in M , as j ↑ ∞.
The reason why we work with annuli is two fold. The first is that
we allow the generalized families to have slices with point–singularities.
The second is that even if any family of Λ were made of smooth surfaces,
then the combinatorial proof of Proposition 3.3 would give a point
x ∈ M in which we are forced to work with annuli (cf. the proof of
Proposition 5.1).
For a better understanding of this point consider the following ex-
ample, due to Almgren ([Alm], p. 15–18; see also [P], p. 20–21).
The surface M in Fig. 6 is diffeomorphic to S2 and metrized as a
“three–legged starfish”. The picture shows a sweep–out with a unique
maximal slice, which is a geodesic figure–eight (cf. Fig. 5 of [P]). The
slices close to the figure–eight are not almost minimizing in balls cen-
tered at its singular point P . But they are almost minimizing in every
sufficiently small annulus centered at P .
If Λ is the saturated set generated by the sweep–out of Fig. 6, then
no min–max sequence generated by Λ converges to a simple closed
geodesic. However, there are no similar examples of sweep–outs of 3–
dimensional manifolds by 2–dimensional objects: The reason for this
is that point–singularities of (2–dimensional) minimal surfaces are re-
movable.
3.3. Gluing replacements and regularity. The task of the last
sections is to prove that the stationary varifold V of Proposition 3.3 is
a smooth surface. In Section 7 we will see that if An is an annulus in
which {Σj} is a.m., then there exists a stationary varifold V ′, referred
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Maximal slice
M
Figure 6. A sweep–out of the three–legged starfish,
which can be realized as level–sets of a Morse function.
to as a replacement, such that
V and V ′ have the same mass and V = V ′ on M \ An. (11)
V ′ is a stable minimal surface inside An. (12)
In Lemma 6.4 we use this “replacement property” and (8) to show that
the stationary varifold V of Proposition 3.3 is integer rectifiable. The
properties of (smooth) minimal surfaces would naturally lead to the
following unique continuation–type conjecture, cf. [SW]:
Conjecture 3.4. Let ρ > 0 be smaller than the convexity radius
and let V and V ′ be stationary integer rectifiable in M with the same
mass. If the outer radius of the annulus An is less than ρ, V = V ′ in
M \An, and V ′ is a stable minimal surface in An, then V = V ′.
An affirmative answer to Conjecture 3.4 would immediately yield
the regularity of the stationary varifold V of Proposition 3.3 in suffi-
ciently small annuli. By letting the inner radius of such annuli go to
zero, we would be able to conclude that V is a stable minimal surface
in Bρ(x)(x) \ {x}, provided that ρ(x) is sufficiently small. Hence, after
showing that x is a removable singularity we would get that V is an
embedded minimal surface.
Unluckily we are not able to argue in this way. In fact, in Appen-
dix C we give an example of two distinct integer rectifiable 1–varifolds
V1 and V2 in R
2 which have the same mass and coincide outside a disk.
This example does not disprove Conjecture 3.4; because, besides the
dimensional difference, in the disk where V1 6= V2, both the varifolds
are singular. It does however show that a proof of Conjecture 3.4 could
be rather delicate.
In [Sm] this problem of unique continuation was overcome by show-
ing that for V as in Proposition 3.3, one can construct “secondary” re-
placements V ′′ also for the replacements V ′. This idea goes back to [P].
In Section 6 we follow [Sm] and show that if we can replace sufficiently
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many times, then V is regular (cf. Definition 6.2 and Proposition 6.3
for the precise statement).
3.4. Replacements. As discussed in the previous subsection, to
prove the regularity of V , we need to construct (sufficiently many)
replacements. This task is accomplished in two steps in Section 7.
Step 1: Fix an annulus An in M in which Σk is εk–a.m. In this
annulus we deform Σk into a further sequence of surfaces {Σk,l}l with
the following properties:
• Σk,l is the image of Σk under some isotopy ψ which satisfies
(9) (with ε = εk and U = An);
• If we denote by Sk the family of all such isotopies, then
lim
l→∞
H2(Σk,l) = inf
ψ∈Sk
H2(ψ(1,Σk)) . (13)
After possibly passing to a subsequence, then Σk,l → V k and V k → V ′,
where V k is a varifold which is stationary in An. By the a.m. property
of V , it follows that V ′ is stationary in all of M and satisfies (11).
The second step is to prove that V k is a (smooth) stable minimal
surface in An. Thus, (8) will give that also V ′ is a stable minimal
surface in An. After checking some details we show that V meets the
technical requirements of Proposition 6.3.
Step 2: It remains to prove that V k is a stable minimal surface.
Stability is a trivial consequence of (13). For the regularity we use
again Proposition 6.3. The key is proving the following property:
(P) If B ⊂ An is a sufficiently small ball and l is a sufficiently large
number, then any ψ ∈ Is(B) with H2(ψ(1,Σk,l)) ≤ H2(1,Σk)
can be replaced by a Ψ ∈ Is(An) with
Ψ(1, ·) = ψ(1, ·) and H2(Ψ(t,Σk,l)) ≤ H2(Σk,l) + εk/8 for all t.
(14)
We will now discuss how (P) gives the regularity of V k.
Fix a sufficiently small ball B and a large number l so that the
property (P) above holds. Take a sequence of surfaces Γj = Σk,l,j
which are isotopic to Σk,l in B and such that H2(Γj) converges to
inf
ψ∈Is(B)
H2(1, ψ(Σk,l)) .
By a result of Meeks–Simon–Yau, [MSY], Γj converges to a varifold
V k,l which is a stable minimal surface in B. Thus, by (8), the sequence
of varifolds {V k,l}l converges to a varifoldW k which is a stable minimal
surface in B. The property (P) is used to show that, for j and l
sufficiently large, Σk,l,j is a good competitor with respect to the εk–a.m.
property of Σk. This is then used to show thatW k is a replacement for
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V k in B. Again it is only a technical step to check that we can apply
Proposition 6.3, and hence get that V k is a stable minimal surface in
An.
Part 2. Proof of Theorem 1.6
4. Limits of suitable min–max sequences are stationary
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.1. For simplic-
ity we metrize the weak topology on the space of varifolds and restate
Proposition 3.1 using this metric.
Denote by X the set of varifolds V ∈ V(M) with mass bounded by
4m0, i.e., with ‖V ‖(M) ≤ 4m0. Endow X with the weak
∗ topology and
let V∞ be the set of stationary varifolds contained inX. Clearly, V∞ is a
closed subset of X. Moreover, by standard general topology theorems,
X is compact and metrizable. Fix one such metric and denote it by
d . The ball of radius r and center V in this metric will be denoted by
Ur(V ).
Proposition 4.1. There exists a minimizing sequence {{Σt}
n} ⊂
Λ such that, if {Σntn} is a min–max sequence, then d (Σ
n
tn ,V∞)→ 0.
Proof. The key idea of the proof is building a continuous map
Ψ : X → Is such that :
• If V is stationary, then ΨV is the trivial isotopy;
• If V is not stationary, then ΨV decreases the mass of V .
Since each ΨV is an isotopy, and thus is itself a map from [0, 1]×M →
M , to avoid confusion we use the subscript V to denote the dependence
on the varifold V . The map Ψ will be used to deform a minimizing
sequence {{Σt}n} ⊂ Λ into another minimizing sequence {{Γt}n} such
that :
For every ε > 0, there exist δ > 0 and N ∈ N such that
if
{
n > N
and H2(Γntn) > m0 − δ
}
, then d (Γntn ,V∞) < ε. (15)
Such a {{Γt}n} would satisfy the requirement of the proposition.
The map ΨV should be thought of as a natural “shortening process”
of varifolds which are not stationary. If the mass (considered as a
functional on the space of varifolds) were smoother, then a gradient
flow would provide a natural shortening process like ΨV . However, this
is not the case; even if we start with smooth initial datum, in very
short time the motion by mean curvature, i.e. the gradient flow of the
area functional on smooth submanifolds, gives surfaces which are not
isotopic to the initial one.
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Step 1: A map from X to the space of vector fields.
The isotopies ΨV will be generated as 1–parameter families of dif-
feomorphisms satisfying certain ODE’s. In this step we associate to
any V a suitable vector field, which in Step 2 will be used to construct
ΨV .
For k ∈ Z define the annular neighborhood of V∞
Vk =
{
V ∈ X|2−k+1 ≥ d (V,V∞) ≥ 2
−k−1
}
.
There exists a positive constant c(k) depending on k such that to every
V ∈ Vk we can associate a smooth vector field χV with
‖χV ‖∞ ≤ 1 and δV (χV ) ≤ −c(k).
Our next task is choosing χV with continuous dependence on V . Note
that for every V there is some radius r such that δW (χV ) ≤ −c(k)/2
for every W ∈ Ur(V ). Hence, for any k we can find balls {Uki }i=1,...,N(k)
and vector fields χki such that :
The balls U˜ki concentric to U
k
i with half the radii cover Vk; (16)
If W ∈ Uki , then δW (χ) ≤ −c(k)/2; (17)
The balls Uki are disjoint from Vj if |j − k| ≥ 2. (18)
Hence, {Uki }k,i is a locally finite covering of X \ V∞. To this family
we can subordinate a continuous partition of unit ϕki . Thus we set
HV =
∑
i,k ϕ
k
i (V )χ
k
i . The map H : X → C
∞(M,TM) which to every
V associates HV is continuous. Moreover, ‖HV ‖∞ ≤ 1 for every V .
Step 2: A map from X to the space of isotopies.
For V ∈ Vk we let r(V ) be the radius of the smaller ball U˜
j
i which
contains it. We find that r(V ) > r(k) > 0, where r(k) only depends
on k. Moreover, by (17) and (18), for every W contained in the ball
Ur(V )(V ) we have that
δW (HV ) ≤ −
1
2
min{c(k − 1), c(k), c(k + 1)}.
Summarizing there are two continuous functions g : R+ → R+ and
r : R+ → R+ such that
δW (HV ) ≤ −g(d (V,V∞)) if d (W,V ) ≤ r(d (V,V∞)). (19)
Now for every V construct the 1–parameter family of diffeomorphisms
ΦV : [0,+∞)×M →M with
∂ΦV (t, x)
∂t
= HV (ΦV (t, x)).
For each t and V , we denote by ΦV (t, ·) the corresponding diffeomor-
phism of M . We claim that there are continuous functions T : R+ →
[0, 1] and G : R+ → R+ such that
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- If γ = d (V,V∞) > 0 and we transform V into V ′ via the
diffeomorphism ΦV (T (γ), ·), then ‖V ′‖(M) ≤ ‖V ‖(M)−G(δ);
- G(s) and T (s) both converge to 0 as s ↓ 0.
Indeed fix V . For every r > 0 there is a T > 0 such that the curve of
varifolds
{V (t) = (ΦV (t, ·))♯V , t ∈ [0, T ]}
stays in Ur(V ). Thus
‖V (T )‖(M)− ‖V ‖(M) = ‖V (T )‖(M)− ‖V (0)‖(M)
≤
∫ T
0
[δV (t)](HV ) dt ,
and therefore if we choose r = r(d (V,V∞)) as in (19), then we get the
bound
‖Γ(T )‖(M)− ‖V ‖(M) ≤ −Tg(d (V,V∞)).
Using a procedure similar to that of Step 1 we can choose T depending
continuously on V . It is then trivial to see that we can in fact choose T
so that at the same time it is continuous and depends only on d (V,V∞).
Step 3: Constructing the competitor and the conclusion.
For each V , set γ = d (V,V∞) and
ΨV (t, ·) = ΦV ([T (γ)] t, ·) for t ∈ [0, 1].
ΨV is a “normalization” of ΦV . From Step 2 we know that there is a
continuous function L : R → R such that
- L is strictly increasing and L(0) = 0;
- ΨV (1, ·) deforms V into a varifold V ′ with ‖V ′‖ ≤ ‖V ‖−L(γ).
Choose a sequence of families {{Σt}
n} ⊂ Λ with F({Σt}
n) ≤ m0+1/n
and define {Γt}n by
Γnt = ΨΣnt (1,Σ
n
t ) for all t ∈ [0, 1] and all n ∈ N (20)
Thus
H2(Γnt ) ≤ H
2(Σnt )− L(d (Σ
n
t ,V∞)). (21)
Note that {Γt}n does not necessarily belong to Λ, since the families
of diffeomorphisms ψt(·) = ΨΣnt (1, ·) may not depend smoothly on t.
In order to overcome this technical obstruction fix n and note that
Ψt = ΨΣnt is the 1–parameter family of isotopies generated by the 1–
parameter family of vector fields ht = T (Σ
n
t )HΣnt . Think of h as a
continuous map
h : [0, 1]→ C∞(M,TM) with the topology of Ck seminorms.
Thus h can be approximated by a smooth map h˜ : [0, 1]→ C∞(M,TM).
Consider the smooth 1–parameter family of isotopies Ψ˜t generated by
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the vector fields h˜t and the family of surfaces {Γt}n given by Γnt =
Ψ˜t(1,Σ
n
t ). If supt ‖ht − h˜t‖C1 is sufficiently small, then we easily get
(by the same calculations of the previous steps)
H2(Γnt ) ≤ H
2(Σnt )− L(d (Σ
n
t ,V∞))/2. (22)
Moreover, since Ψ˜t(1, ·) is a smooth map, this new family belongs to
Λ.
Clearly {{Γt}n} is a minimizing sequence. We next show that
{{Γt}n} satisfies (15). Note first that the construction yields a con-
tinuous and increasing function λ : R+ → R+ such that
λ(0) = 0 and d (Σnt ,V∞) ≥ λ(d (Γ
n
t ,V∞)) . (23)
Fix ε > 0 and choose δ > 0, N ∈ N such that L(λ(ε))/2 − δ > 1/N .
We claim that (15) is satisfied with this choice. Suppose not; then
there are n > N and t such that H2(Γnt ) > m0 − δ and d (Γ
n
t ,V∞) > ε.
Hence, from (22) and (23) we get
H2(Σnt ) ≥ H
2(Γnt ) +
L(λ(ε))
2
− δ > m0 +
1
N
≥ m0 +
1
n
.
This contradicts the assumption that F({Σt}n) ≤ m0+1/n. Thus (15)
holds and the proof is completed. 
5. Almost minimizing min–max sequences
As above, Λ is a fixed saturated set of 1–parameter families {Σt}
in M . In the previous section we showed that there exists a family
{Σt} such that every min–max sequence is clustering towards station-
ary varifolds. We will now prove that one of these min–max sequences
is a.m. in sufficiently many annuli.
Proposition 5.1. There exists a function r : M → R+ and a
min–max sequence {Σj} such that:
{Σj} is a.m. in every An ∈ AN r(x)(x), for all x ∈ M . (24)
In every such An, Σj is a smooth surface
when j is sufficiently large . (25)
Σj converges to a stationary varifold V as j ↑ ∞. (26)
We first fix some notation.
Definition 5.2. Given a pair of open sets (U1, U2) we say that a
surface Σ is ε–a.m. in (U1, U2) if it is ε–a.m. in at least one of the two
open sets. We denote by CO the set of pairs (U1, U2) of open sets with
d (U1, U2) ≥ 2min{diam(U1), diam(U2)} .
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Proposition 5.1 will be an easy corollary of the following:
Proposition 5.3. There is a min–max sequence {ΣL} = {Σn(L)tn(L)}
which converges to a stationary varifold and such that
each ΣL is 1/L–a.m. in every (U1, U2) ∈ CO . (27)
Note that the ΣL’s in the previous proposition may be degenerate
slices (that is, they may have a finite number of singular points). The
key point for proving Proposition 5.3 is the following obvious lemma:
Lemma 5.4. If (U1, U2) and (V 1, V 2) ∈ CO , then there are i, j ∈
{1, 2} with d (U i, V j) > 0.
Before giving a rigorous proof of Proposition 5.3 we will explain the
ideas behind it.
5.1. Outline of the proof of Proposition 5.3. First of all note
that if a slice Σnt0 is not ε–a.m. in a given open set U , then we can
decrease its area by an isotopy ψ satisfying (9) and (10). Now fix an
open interval I around t0 and choose a smooth bump function ϕ ∈
C∞c (I, [0, 1]) with ϕ(t0) = 1. Define {Γt}
n by
Γnt = ψ(ϕ(t),Σ
n
t ) .
If the interval I is sufficiently small, then by (9), for any t ∈ I, the
area of Γnt will not be much larger than the area of Σ
n
t . Moreover, for
t very close to t0 (say, in a smaller interval J ⊂ I) the area of Γnt will
be much less than the area of Σnt .
We will show Proposition 5.3 by arguing by contradiction. So sup-
pose that the proposition fails; we will construct a better competitor
{{Γt}n}. Here the pairs CO will play a crucial role. Indeed when
the area of Σnt is sufficiently large (i.e. close to m0), we can find two
disjoint open sets U1 and U2 in which Σ
n
t is not almost minimizing.
Consider the set Kn ⊂ [0, 1] of slices with sufficiently large area. Us-
ing Lemma 5.4 (and some elementary considerations), we find a finite
family of intervals Ij, open sets Uj , and isotopies ψj : Ij ×M → M
satisfying the following conditions; see Fig. 7:
ψj is supported in Uj and is the identity at the ends of Ij. (28)
If Ij ∩ Ik 6= ∅, then Uj ∩ Uk = ∅. (29)
No point of [0, 1] belong to more than two Ij ’s. (30)
H2(ψj(t,Σnt )) is never much larger than H
2(Σnt ). (31)
For every t ∈ Kn, there is j s.t. H2(ψj(t,Σnt )) is much
smaller than H2(Σnt ). (32)
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M
Figure 7. The covering Ij and the sets Uj. No point
of I is contained in more than two Ij ’s. The intersection
Uj ∩ Uk = ∅ if Ij and Ik overlap.
Conditions (28) and (29) allow us to “glue” the ψj ’s in a unique
ψ ∈ Is such that ψ = ψj on Ij × Uj . The family {Γt}n given by
Γnt = ψ(t,Σ
n
t ) is our competitor. Indeed for every t, there are at most
two ψj ’s which change Σ
n
t . If t 6∈ Kn, then none of them increases
the area of Σnt too much. Whereas, if t ∈ Kn, then one ψj decreases
the area of Σnt a definite amount, and the other increases the area of
Σnt a small amount. Thus, the area of the “small–area” slices are not
increased much and the area of “large–area” slices are decreased. This
yields that F({Γt}n) − F({Σt}n) < 0. We will now give a rigorous
bound for this (negative) difference.
5.2. Proof of Proposition 5.3.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. We choose {{Σt}n} ⊂ Λ such that
F({Σt}n) < m0 + 1/n and satisfying the requirements of Proposi-
tion 4.1. Fix L ∈ N. To prove the proposition we claim there ex-
ist n > L and tn ∈ [0, 1] such that Σn = Σntn satisfies (27) and
H2(Σn) ≥ m0 − 1/L. We define the sets
Kn =
{
t ∈ [0, 1] : H2(Σnt ) ≥ m0 −
1
L
}
and argue by contradiction. Suppose not; then for every t ∈ Kn there
exists a pair of open subsets (U1t , U
2
t ) such that Σ
n
t is not 1/L–a.m. in
either of them. So for every t ∈ Kn there exists isotopies ψit such that
(1) ψit is supported on U
i
t ;
(2) H2(ψit(1,Σ
n
t )) ≤ H
2(Σnt )− 1/L;
(3) H2(ψit(τ,Σ
n
t )) ≤ H
2(Σnt ) + 1/(8L) for every τ ∈ [0, 1].
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In the following we fix n and drop the subscript from Kn. Since {Σnt }
is continuous in t, if t ∈ K and |s− t| is sufficiently small, then
(2’) H2(ψit(1,Σ
n
s )) ≤ H
2(Σns )− 1/(2L);
(3’) H2(ψit(τ,Σ
n
s )) ≤ H
2(Σns ) + 1/(4L) for every τ ∈ [0, 1].
By compactness we can cover K with a finite number of intervals satis-
fying (2’) and (3’). This covering {Ik} can be chosen so that Ik overlaps
only with Ik−1 and Ik−2. Summarizing we can find
closed intervals I1, . . . Ir
pairs of open sets (U11 , U
2
1 ), . . . , (U
1
r , U
2
r ) ∈ CO
and pairs of isotopies (ψ11, ψ
2
1), . . . , (ψ
1
r , ψ
2
r)
such that
(A) the interiors of Ij cover K and Ij ∩ Ik = ∅ if |k − j| ≥ 2;
(B) ψij is supported in U
i
j ;
(C) H2(ψij(1,Σ
n
s )) ≤ H
2(Σns )− 1/(2L) ∀s ∈ Ij;
(D) H2(ψij(τ,Σ
n
s )) ≤ H
2(Σns ) + 1/(4L) ∀s ∈ Ij and τ ∈ [0, 1].
In Step 1 we refine this covering. In Step 2 we use the refined covering
to construct a competitor {Γt}
n ∈ Λ with
F({Γt}
n) ≤ F({Σt}
n)− 1/(2L) . (33)
The arbitrariness of n will give that lim infnF({Γt}n) < m0. This is
the desired contradiction which yields the proposition.
Step 1: Refinement of the covering.
First we want to find
a covering {J1, . . . , JR} which is a refinement of {I1, . . . Ir} ,
open sets V1, . . . VR among {U ij} ,
and isotopies ϕ1, . . . , ϕR among {ψij} ,
such that:
(A1) The interiors of Ji cover K and Ji ∩ Jk = ∅ for |k − i| ≥ 2;
(A2) If Ji ∩ Jk 6= ∅, then d(Vi, Vk) > 0;
(B’) ϕi is supported in Vi;
(C’) H2(ϕi(1,Σns )) ≤ H
2(Σns )− 1/(2L) ∀s ∈ Ji;
(D’) H2(ϕi(τ,Σns )) ≤ H
2(Σns ) + 1/(4L) ∀s ∈ Ji and τ ∈ [0, 1].
We start by setting J1 = I1 and we distinguish two cases.
- Case a1: I1 ∩ I2 = ∅; we set V1 = U11 , and ϕ1 = ψ
1
1.
- Case a2: I1∩I2 6= ∅; by Lemma 5.4 we can choose i, k ∈ {1, 2}
such that d (U i1, U
k
2 ) > 0 and we set V1 = U
i
1, ϕ1 = ψ
i
1.
We now come to the choice of J3. If we come from case a1 then:
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- Case b1: We make our choice as above replacing I1 and I2
with I2 and I3;
If we come from case a2, then we let i and k be as above and we further
distinguish two cases.
- Case b21: I2 ∩ I3 = ∅; we define J2 = I2, V2 = Uk2 , ϕ2 = ψ
k
2 .
- Case b22: I2∩I3 6= ∅; by Lemma 5.4 there exist l,m ∈ {1, 2}
such that d(U l2, U
m
3 ) > 0. If l = k, then we define J2 = I2,
V2 = U
k
2 , ϕ2 = ψ
k
2 . Otherwise we choose two closed intervals
J2, J3 ⊂ I2 such that
– their interiors cover the interior of I2,
– J2 does not overlap with any Ih for h 6= 1, 2,
– J3 does not overlap with any Ih for h 6= 2, 3.
Thus we set V2 = U
k
2 , ϕ2 = ψ
k
2 , and V3 = U
l
2, ϕ3 = ψ
l
2.
An inductive argument using this procedure gives the desired covering.
Note that the cardinality of {J1, . . . , JR} is at most 2r − 1.
Step 2: Construction.
Choose C∞ functions ηi on R taking values in [0, 1], supported in
Ji, and such that for every s ∈ K, there exists ηi with ηi(s) = 1. Fix
t ∈ [0, 1] and consider the set Ind t ⊂ N of all i containing t; thus Ind t
consists of at most two elements. Define subsets of M by
Γnt =
{
ϕi(ηi(t),Σ
n
t ) in the open sets V
i, i ∈ Ind t ,
Σnt outside.
(34)
In view of (A1), (A2) and (B’), then {Γt}n is well defined and belongs
to Λ.
Step 3: The contradiction.
We now want to bound the energy F({Γt}n) and hence we have to
estimate H2(Γnt ). Note that by (A1) every Ind t consists of at most two
integers. Assume for the sake of argument that Ind t consists of exactly
two integers. From the construction, there exist si, sk ∈ [0, 1] such
that Γnt is obtained from Σ
n
t via the diffeomorphisms ϕi(si, ·), ϕk(sk, ·).
By (A2) these diffeomorphisms are supported on disjoint sets. Thus if
t 6∈ K, then (D’) gives
H2(Γnt ) ≤ H
2(Σnt ) +
2
4L
≤ m0 −
1
2L
.
If t ∈ K, then at least one of si, sk is equal to 1. Hence (C) and (D)
give
H2(Γnt ) ≤ H
2(Σnt )−
1
L
+
1
4L
≤ F({Σnt })−
3
4L
.
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Therefore F({Γt}n) ≤ F({Σt}n) − 1/(2L). This is the desired bound
(33). 
We now come to Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We claim that a subsequence of the
Σk’s of Proposition 5.3 satisfies the requirements of Proposition 5.1.
Indeed fix k ∈ N and r such that Inj (M) > 4r > 0. Since (Br(x),M \
B4r(x)) ∈ CO we then know that ΣN is 1/k–a.m. in M \B4r(x). Thus
we have that
either Σk is 1/k–a.m. on Br(y) for every y (35)
or there is xkr ∈M s.t. Σ
k is 1/k–a.m. on M \B4r(xkr). (36)
If for some r > 0 there exists a subsequence {Σk(n)} satisfying (35), then
we are done. Otherwise we may assume that there are two sequences
of natural numbers n ↑ ∞, j ↑ ∞ and points xnj such that
• For every j, and for n large enough, Σn is 1/n–a.m. in M \
B1/j(x
n
j ).
• xnj → xj for n ↑ ∞ and xj → x for j ↑ ∞.
Thus for every j, the sequence {Σn} is a.m. inM \B2/j(x). Of course if
U ⊂ V and N is ε–a.m. in V , then N is ε–a.m. in U . This proves that
there exists a subsequence {Σj} which satisfies conditions (24) and (26)
for some positive function r :M → R+.
It remains to show that an appropriate further subsequence satisfies
(25). Each Σj is smooth except at finitely many points. We denote
by Pj the set of singular points of Σ
j . After extracting another subse-
quence we can assume that Pj is converging, in the Hausdorff topology,
to a finite set P . If x ∈ P and An is any annulus centered at x, then
Pj∩An = ∅ for j large enough. If x 6∈ P and An is any (small) annulus
centered at x with outer radius less than d (x, P ), then Pj ∩An = ∅ for
j large enough. Thus, after possibly modifying the function r above,
the sequence {Σj} satisfies (24), (25), and (26). 
6. Regularity for the replacements
We will now define a notion of a “good replacement” for stationary
varifolds and prove that the existence of (sufficiently many) replace-
ments for a stationary varifold implies that it is a smooth minimal
surface; see Proposition 6.3. In section 6 we will show that the varifold
V of Proposition 5.1 satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6.3 and
thus is smooth.
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Definition 6.1. Let V ∈ V(M) be stationary and U ⊂ M be an
open subset. A stationary varifold V ′ ∈ V(M) is said to be a replace-
ment for V in U if (37) and (38) below hold.
V ′ = V on G(M \ U) and ‖V ′‖(M) = ‖V ‖(M). (37)
V U is a stable minimal surface Σ with Σ \ Σ ⊂ ∂U . (38)
Definition 6.2. Let V be a stationary varifold and U ⊂ M be an
open subset. We say that V has the good replacement property in U
if (a), (b), and (c) below hold.
(a) There is a positive function r : U → R such that for every
annulus An ∈ AN r(x)(x) there is a replacement for V ′ in An.
(b) The replacement V ′ has a replacement V ′′ in any An ∈ AN r(x)(x)
and in any An ∈ AN r′(y)(y) (where r
′ is positive).
(c) V ′′ has a replacement V ′′′ in any An ∈ AN r′′(y)(y) (where
r′′ > 0).
If V and V ′ are as above, then we will say that V ′ is a good replacement
and V ′′ a good further replacement.
This section is devoted to prove the following:
Proposition 6.3. Let G be an open subset of M . If V has the
good replacement property in G, then V is a (smooth) minimal surface
in G.
In the proof Proposition 6.3 we need the two technical Lemmas B.1
and B.2, stated and proved in Appendix B. Note that Lemma B.1
is just a weak version (in the framework of varifolds) of the classical
maximum principle for minimal surfaces. As a first step towards the
proof of Proposition 6.3 we have the following:
Lemma 6.4. Let U be an open subset of M and V a stationary
varifold in U . If there exists a positive function r on M such that V
has a replacement in any annulus An ∈ AN r(x)(x), then V is integer
rectifiable. Moreover, θ(x, V ) ≥ 1 for any x ∈ U and any tangent cone
to V in x is an integer multiple of a plane.
Proof. Since V is stationary, the monotonicity formula (6) gives
a constant CM such that
‖V ‖(Bσ(x))
σ2
≤ CM
‖V ‖(Bρ(x))
ρ2
∀σ < ρ < Inj (M) and ∀x ∈M .
(39)
Fix x ∈ supp (‖V ‖) and r < r(x) so that 4r is smaller than the
convexity radius. Replace V with V ′ in An(x, r, 2r). We claim that
‖V ′‖ cannot be identically 0 on AN (x, r, 2r). Assume it was; since
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x ∈ supp (‖V ′‖), there would be a ρ ≤ r such that V ′ “touches”
∂Bρ from the interior. More precisely, there would exist ρ and ε
such that supp ‖V ′‖ ∩ ∂Bρ(x) 6= ∅ and supp ‖V
′‖ ∩ AN (x, ρ, ρ + ε) =
∅. Since Bρ(x) is convex this would contradict Lemma B.1. Thus
V ′ An(x, r, 2r) is a non–empty smooth surface and so there is y ∈
An(x, r, 2r) with θ(V ′, y) ≥ 1. Using (39) we get
‖V ‖(B4r(x))
16r2
=
‖V ′‖(B4r(x))
16r2
≥
CM‖V ′‖(B2r(y))
16r2
(39)
≥
πCM
4
. (40)
Hence, θ(x, V ) is bounded uniformly from below on supp (‖V ‖) and
applying Theorem 2.1 we conclude that V is rectifiable.
We next prove that V is integer rectifiable. We use the notation of
Definition 2.2. Fix x ∈ supp (‖V ‖), a stationary cone C ∈ TV (x, V ),
and a sequence ρn ↓ 0 such that V xρn → C. Replace V by V
′
n in
An(x, ρn/4, 3ρn/4) and set W
′
n = (T
x
ρn)♯V
′
n. After possibly passing to a
subsequence, we can assume that W ′n → C
′, where C ′ is a stationary
varifold. The following properties of C ′ are trivial consequences of the
definition of replacements:
C ′ = C in B1/4(x) ∪ An(x, 3/4, 1), (41)
‖C ′‖(Bρ) = ‖C‖(Bρ) if ρ ∈]0, 1/4[∪]3/4, 1[. (42)
Since C is a cone, in view of (42) we have
‖C ′‖(Bσ)
σ2
=
‖C ′‖(Bρ)
ρ2
∀σ, ρ ∈]0, 1/4[∪]3/4, 1[. (43)
Hence, the stationarity of C ′ and the monotonicity formula imply that
C ′ is a cone. By (8), W ′n converge to a stable embedded minimal
surface in An(x, 1/4, 3/4). This means that C ′ An(x, 1/4, 3/4) is an
embedded minimal cone in the classical sense and hence it is supported
on a disk containing the origin. This forces C ′ and C to coincide and
be an integer multiple of the same plane. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3. The strategy of the proof is as fol-
lows. Fix x ∈M , a good replacement V ′ for V in An(x, ρ, 2ρ), and let
Σ′ be the stable minimal surface given by V ′ in An(x, ρ, 2ρ). Consider
t ∈]ρ, 2ρ[, s < ρ and the replacement V ′′ of V ′ in An(x, s, t), which in
this annulus coincides with a smooth minimal surface Σ′′. In step 2 we
will prove that, for ρ sufficiently small and for an appropriate choice
of t, then Σ′′ ∪ Σ′ is a smooth surface. Letting s ↓ 0 we get a minimal
surface Σ ⊂ Bρ(x) \ {x} such that every Σ′′ constructed as above is
a subset of Σ. Loosely speaking, any replacement of V ′ will coincide
with Σ in the annular region where it is smooth.
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Now, fix a z which belongs to supp (‖V ‖) and such that V inter-
sects ∂Bs(x) “transversally” in z. If we consider a replacement V
′′
of V ′ in An(x, s, ρ), then z will belong to the closure of the minimal
surface Σ′′ = V ′′ An(x, s, ρ). The discussion above gives that z ∈ Σ.
Lemma B.2 implies that “transversality” to the spheres centered at x
in a dense subset of (supp (‖V ‖))∩Bρ(x). Thus in step 3 we conclude
that
(supp (‖V ‖)) ∩ Bρ(x) \ {x} ⊂ Σ.
Since H2(Σ ∩ Bρ(x)) = ‖V ‖(Bρ(x)), then V = Σ in Bρ(x). Step 4
concludes the proof by showing that x is a removable singularity for Σ.
The key fact that Σ′′ and Σ′ can be “glued” smoothly together
is a consequence of the curvature estimates for stable minimal sur-
faces combined with the characterization of the tangent cones given in
Lemma 6.4. These two ingredients will be used to prove that Σ′′ is
(locally) a Lipschitz graph nearby ∂Bt(x); thus allowing us to apply
standard theory of Elliptic PDE.
Step 1: The set up.
Fix x, V , V ′, V ′′, Σ′, Σ′′, ρ, s, and t as above. We require that 2ρ
is less than the convexity radius of M and that Σ′ intersects ∂Bt(x)
transversally. Fix a point y ∈ Σ′∩∂Bt(x) and a sufficiently small radius
r, so that Σ′ ∩Br(y) is a disk and γ = Σ
′ ∩ ∂Bt(x)∩Br(y) is a smooth
arc.
Let ζ : Br(y)→ B1 be a diffeomorphism such that
ζ(∂Bt(x)) ⊂ {z1 = 0} and ζ(Σ
′′) ⊂ {z1 > 0} ,
where z1, z2, z3 are orthonormal coordinates on B1; see Fig. 8. We will
also assume that ζ(γ) = {(0, z2, g′(0, z2))} and ζ(Σ′) ∩ {z1 ≤ 0} =
{(z1, z2, g′(z1, z2))} where g′ is smooth.
B1
Σ′
z3 = 0
z1 = 0
Σ′′
γ
Figure 8. The surfaces Σ′ and Σ′′ and the curve γ in B1.
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Note the following elementary facts:
• Any kind of estimates (like curvature or area bounds or mono-
tonicity) for a minimal surface Σ ⊂ Br(y) translates into sim-
ilar estimates for the surface ζ(Σ).
• Varifolds in Br(y) are push–forwarded to varifolds in B1 and
there is a natural correspondence between tangent cones to V
in ξ and tangent cones to ζ♯V in ζ(ξ).
By slight abuse of notation, we use the same symbols (e.g. γ, V ′, Σ′)
for both the objects of Br(y) and their images under ζ .
Step 2: Graphicality; gluing Σ′ and Σ′′ smoothly together.
The varifold V ′′ consists of Σ′′ ∪Σ′ in Br(y). Moreover, Lemma 6.4
applied to V ′′ gives that TV (z, V ′′) is a family of (multiples of) 2–
planes. Fix z ∈ γ. Since Σ′ is regular and transversal to {z1 = 0}
in z, each plane P ∈ TV (z, V ′′) coincides with the half plane TzΣ′ in
{z1 < 0}. Hence TV (z, V ′′) = {TzΣ′}. Let τ(z) be the unit normal to
the graph of g′
τ(z) =
(−∂1g′(0, z2),−∂2g′(0, z2), 1)√
1 + |∇g′0, z2)|2
and let Rzr : R
3 → R3 be the dilatation of 3-space defined by
Rzr(z) =
z − z
r
.
Since TV (z, V ′′) = {TzΣ′}, the surfaces Σr = Rzr(Σ
′′) converge to the
half planeHP = {τ(z)·v = 0, v1 > 0}—half of the plane {τ(z)·v = 0}.
This convergence implies that
lim
z→z,z∈Σ′′
|(z − z) · τ(z)|
|z − z|
= 0 . (44)
Indeed assume that (44) fails; then there is a sequence {zn} ⊂ Σ′′
such that zn → z and |(zn − z) · τ(z)| ≥ k|zn − z| for some k > 0. Set
rn = |zn−z|. There exists a constant k2 such that B2k2rn(zn)∩HP = ∅.
Thus dist(HP,Bk2rn(zn)) ≥ k2rn. Since Σ
′′ is regular in zn we get by
the monotonicity formula that
‖V ′′‖(Bk2rn(zn)) ≥ Ck
2
2r
2
n where C depends on ζ .
This contradicts the fact that HP is the only element of TV (z, V ′′).
Note also that the convergence of (44) is uniform for z in compact
subsets of γ. The argument is explained in Fig. 9.
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HPz
Bk2rn(zn)
2k2rn
rn
Figure 9. If zn ∈ Σ′′ is far from the plane HP , the
monotonicity formula gives a “good amount” of the var-
ifold V ′′ which lives far from HP .
Let ν denote the smooth unit vector field to Σ′′ such that ν ·
(0, 0, 1) ≥ 0. We next use the stability of Σ′′ to show that
lim
z→z,z∈Σ′′
ν(z) = τ(z) . (45)
Indeed let σ be the plane {(0, α, β), α, β ∈ R}, assume that zn → z
and set rn = dist(zn, σ). Define the rescaled surfaces Σ
n = Rznrn(Σ
′′
n ∩
Brn(zn)). Each Σ
n is a stable minimal surface in B1, and hence, after
possibly passing to a subsequence, Σn converges smoothly in B1/2 to a
minimal surface Σ∞ (by (8)). By (44), we have that Σ∞ is the disk
TzΣ
′ ∩ B1/2. Thus the normals to Σn in 0, which are given by ν(zn),
converge to τ(z); see Fig. 10. It is easy to see that the convergence in
(45) is uniform on compact subsets of γ.
HP
z
Brn(zn)
Σ′′
σ
Figure 10. If we rescale Brn(zn), then we find a se-
quence of stable minimal surfaces Σn which converge to
the half–plane HP .
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Hence, for each z ∈ γ, there exists r > 0 and a function g′′ ∈
C1({z1 ≥ 0}) such that
Σ′′ ∩Br(z) = {(z1, z2, g
′′(z1, z2)), z1 > 0} ,
g′′(0, z2) = g
′(0, z2) , and ∇g
′′(0, z2) = ∇g
′(0, z2) .
In the coordinates z1, z2, z3, the minimal surface equation yields a sec-
ond order uniformly elliptic equation for g′ and g′′. Thus the classical
theory of elliptic PDE gives that g′ and g′′ are restrictions of a unique
smooth function g.
Step 3: Regularity of V in the punctured ball.
Let Σ′ and Σ′′ be as in the previous step. We will now show that :
If Γ is a connected component of Σ′′, then Γ ∩ Σ′ ∩ ∂Bt(y) 6= ∅. (46)
Indeed assume that for some Γ equation (46) fails. Since t is assumed
to be less than the convexity radius we have by the maximum principle
that Γ ∩ ∂Bt(x) 6= ∅. Fix z in Γ ∩ ∂Bt(x). If (46) were false, then
the varifold V ′′ would “touch” ∂Bt(x) in z from the interior. More
precisely, there would be an r > 0 such that
z ∈ supp (‖V ′′‖) and (Br(y) ∩ supp (‖V
′′‖)) ⊂ Bt(x) .
This contradicts Lemma B.1; thus (46) holds.
Let t, ρ be as in the first paragraph of Step 1. Step 2 and (46) imply
the following:
if s < ρ, then Σ′ can be extended to
a surface Σs in An(x, s, 2ρ) (47)
if s1 < s2 < ρ, then Σs1 = Σs2 in An(x, s2, 2ρ). (48)
Thus Σ =
⋃
s Σs is a stable minimal surface Σ with Σ\Σ ⊂ (∂B2ρ(x)∪
{x}), i.e. Σ′ can be continued up to x (which, in principle, could be a
singular point).
We will next show that V coincides with Σ in Bρ(x) \ {x}. Recall
that V = V ′ in Bρ(x). Fix
y ∈ (supp (‖V ‖)) ∩Bρ(x) \ {x} and set s = d(y, x).
We first prove that if TV (y, V ) consists of a (multiple of a) plane π
transversal to ∂Bs(x), then y belongs to Σ. Consider the replacement
V ′′ of V ′ in An(x, s, t) and split V ′′ into the three varifolds
V1 = V
′′ Bs(x) = V Bs(x) ,
V2 = V
′′ An(x, s, 2ρ) = Σ ∩ An(x, s, 2ρ) ,
V3 = V
′′ − V1 − V2 .
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By Lemma 6.4, the set TV (y, V ′′) consists of planes and since V1 =
V Bs(x), all these planes have to be multiples of π. Thus y is in the
closure of (supp (‖V ′′‖)) \Bs(x), which implies y ∈ Σt ⊂ Σ.
Let T be the set of points y ∈ Bρ(x) such that TV (y, V ) consists
of a (multiple of) a plane transversal to ∂Bd(y,x)(x). Lemma B.2 gives
that T is dense in supp (‖V ‖). Thus
(supp (‖V ‖)) ∩ Bρ(x) \ {x} ⊂ Σ .
Property (37) of replacements implies H2(Σ ∩ Bρ(x)) = ‖V ‖(Bρ(x)).
Hence V = Σ on Bρ(x) \ {x}.
Step 4: Regularity in x.
We will next show that Σ is smooth also in x, i.e. that x is a
removable singularity for Σ. If x 6∈ supp (‖V ‖), then we are done. So
assume that x ∈ supp (‖V ‖). In the following we will use that, by
Lemma 6.4, every C ∈ TV (x, V ) is a multiple of a plane.
Map Bt(x) into Bt(0) by the exponential map, use the notation of
Step 1, and set Σr = R
x
r (Σ). Every convergent subsequence {Σrn} con-
verges to a plane in the sense of varifolds. The curvature estimates for
stable minimal surfaces (see (8)) gives that this convergence is actually
smooth in B1 \ B1/2. Thus, for r sufficiently small, there exist natural
numbers N(ρ) and mi(ρ) such that
Σ ∩ An(x, ρ/2, ρ) =
N(ρ)⋃
i=1
mi(ρ)Σ
i
ρ ,
where each Σiρ is a Lipschitz graph over a (planar) annulus. Note also
that the Lipschitz constants are uniformly bounded, independently of
ρ.
By continuity, the numbers N(r) and mi(r) do not depend on
r. Moreover, if s ∈]ρ/2, ρ[, then each Σiρ can be continued through
An(s/2, ρ/2, x) by a Σjs. Repeating this argument a countable number
of times, we get N minimal punctured disks Σi with
Σ ∩ Bρ(x) \ {x} =
N⋃
i=1
miΣ
i .
Note that x is a removable singularity for each Σi. Indeed, Σi is a
stationary varifold in Bρ(x) and TV (x,Σ
i) consists of planes with mul-
tiplicity one. This means that
lim
r↓0
‖V ‖(Br(x))
πr2
= 1 .
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Hence we can apply Allard’s regularity theorem (see section 8 of [All])
to conclude that Σi is a graph in a sufficiently small ball around x.
Standard elliptic PDE theory gives that x is a removable singularity.
Finally, the maximum principle for minimal surfaces implies that
N must be 1. This completes the proof. 
Remark 6.5. In the case at hand, there are other ways of proving
that x is a removable singularity. For example one could use the exis-
tence of a conformal parameterization u : C \ {0} → Σi ∩Bρ(x) \ {x}.
The minimality of Σi gives that u is an harmonic map. Since the en-
ergy of u is finite, we can use theorem 3.6 in [SU] to conclude that u
is smooth in 0.
7. Construction of the replacements
In this section we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.6 by showing
that the varifold V of Proposition 5.1 is a smooth minimal surface.
Theorem 7.1. Let {Σj} be a sequence of compact surfaces in M
which converge to a stationary varifold V . If there exists a function
r :M → R+ such that
• in every annulus of AN r(x)(x) and for j large enough Σ
j is a
1/j–a.m. smooth surface in An,
then V is a smooth minimal surface.
To prove this theorem, we will show that V satisfies the require-
ments of Proposition 6.3. Thus we need to construct good replacements
for V , using the strategy outlined in Section 3. In subsection 7.1 we
fix some notation and recall a theorem of Meeks–Simon–Yau. In sub-
section 7.2 we show how to construct the varifolds V ∗ which are our
candidates for replacements. Subsections 7.3 and 7.4 prove the regular-
ity of the V ∗’s constructed in subsection 7.2. Finally, in subsection 7.5
we prove the last details needed to show that V meets the requirements
of Proposition 6.3.
7.1. The result of Meeks–Simon–Yau.
Definition 7.2. Let I be a class of isotopies of M and Σ ⊂ M a
smooth embedded surface. If {ϕk} ⊂ I and
lim
k→∞
H2(ϕk(1,Σ)) = inf
ψ∈I
H2(ψ(1,Σ)) ,
then we say that ϕk(1,Σ) is a minimizing sequence for Problem (Σ, I).
We will need the following result from[MSY]:
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Theorem 7.3. [Meeks–Simon–Yau [MSY]] If {Σk} is a minimiz-
ing sequence for Problem (Σ, Is(U)) which converges to a varifold V ,
then there exists a stable minimal surface Γ with Γ\Γ ⊂ ∂U and V = Γ
in U .
In [MSY] Theorem 7.3 is proved for U = M . However, the theory
developed there is local and can be extended in a straightforward way
to cover the case at hand.
7.2. Construction of replacements. Let V be as in Theorem 7.1
and fix an annulus An ∈ AN r(x)(x). Set
Isj(An) ={
ψ ∈ Is(An)
∣∣ H2(ψj(τ,Σj)) ≤ H2(Σj) + 1/(8j) ∀τ ∈ [0, 1]} ,
mj = inf
ψ∈Isj
H2(ψ(1,Σj)) .
Fix j. The following lemma implies that we can deform Σj into
a sequence Σj,k which is minimizing for Problem (Σj , Isj(An)) and
converges, as k →∞, to a stable minimal surface in An.
Lemma 7.4. If a sequence {Σj,k}k is minimizing for Problem
(Σj , Isj(An)) and converges to a varifold V
j, then V j is a stable min-
imal surface in An.
Lemma 7.4 will be proved in the next subsection. Here we use it
for constructing a replacement for V in An.
Proposition 7.5. Let V j be the varifold of Lemma 7.4. Any V ∗
which is the limit of a subsequence of {V j} is a replacement for V .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the se-
quence {V j} converges to V . Note that every V j coincides with V
in M \ An; thus the same is true for V ∗. Moreover, ‖V j‖(M) ≥
H2(Σj) − 1/j since Σj is a.m. This gives that ‖V ∗‖(M) = ‖V ‖(M).
By Lemma 7.4 and (8) we have that V ∗ is a stable minimal surface in
An.
To complete the proof we need to show that V ∗ is stationary. Since
V = V ∗ in M \ An, then V ∗ is stationary in this open set. Hence
it suffices to prove that V ∗ is stationary in an open annulus An′ ∈
AN r containing An. Choose such an An
′ and suppose that V ∗ is not
stationary in An′; we will show that this contradict that {Σj} is a.m.
in An′. Namely, suppose that for some vector field χ supported in
An′ we have δV ∗(χ) ≤ −C < 0. Let ψ be the isotopy given by that
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∂ψ(t,x)
∂t
= χ(ψ(t, x)) and set
V ∗(t) = ψ(t)♯V
∗ ,
V j(t) = ψ(t)♯V
j ,
Σj,k(t) = ψ(t,Σj,k) .
For ε sufficiently small, we have that
[δV ∗(t)](χ) ≤ −
C
2
for all t < ε.
Since V j(t)→ V ∗(t), there exists J such that
[δV j(t)](χ) ≤ −
C
4
for every j > J and every t < ε.
Moreover, since Σj,k(t)→ V j(t), for each j > J there exists K(j) with
[δΣj,k(t)](χ) ≤ −
C
8
for all t < ε and all k > K(j). (49)
Integrating both sides of (49) we get
H2(ψ(t,Σj,k))−H2(Σj,k) ≤ −
tC
8
(50)
Choose j and k sufficiently large so that εC/8 > 1/j and (50) holds.
Each Σj,k is isotopic to Σj via an isotopy ϕj,k ∈ Isj(An). By gluing ϕj,k
and ψ smoothly together, we find a smooth isotopy Φ : [0, 1+ε]×M →
M supported on An′. In view of (50), Φ satisfies
H2(Φ(t,Σj)) ≤ H2(Σj) + 1/(8j) ∀t ∈ [0, 1 + ε] ,
H2(Φ(1 + ε,Σj) < H2(Σj)− 1/j ,
which give the desired contradiction and prove the proposition. 
7.3. Proof of Lemma 7.4. Without loss of generality we may
assume that j = 1 and use V ′, Σ and Σk in place of V j, Σj,k and Σj .
Clearly V ′ is stationary and stable in An, by its minimizing property.
Thus we need only prove that V ′ is regular. The proof of this uses
Theorem 7.3 and the following:
Lemma 7.6. Let x ∈ An and assume that {Σk} is minimizing for
Problem (Σ, Is1(An)). There exists ε > 0 such that, for k sufficiently
large, the following holds:
(Cl) For any ϕ ∈ Is(Bε(x)) with H2(ϕ(1,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk), there
exists an isotopy Φ ∈ Is(Bε) such that
Φ(1, ·) = ϕ(1, ·) , (51)
H2(Φ(t,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + 1/8. (52)
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Moreover, ε > 0 can be chosen so that (Cl) holds for any sequence
{Σ˜k} which is minimizing for Problem (Σ, Is1(An)) and with Σ
j = Σ˜j
on M \Bε(x).
Lemma 7.6 will be proved in the next subsection. We now return
to the proof of Lemma 7.4. We will use Proposition 6.3. Hence, once
again we need to construct replacements for a varifold, which this time
is V ′. We divide the proof into two steps. The first one is the ba-
sic construction of replacements for V ′. The second shows that the
replacements satisfy (b) and (c) in Definition 6.2
Step 1 Fix x ∈ An and ε > 0 such that Lemma 7.6 holds. Fix any
annulus
An∗ = An(x, τ, t) ⊂ Bε(x) ⊂ An
and consider a minimizing sequence {Σ
k,l
}l for Problem (Σk, Is(An∗)).
Lemma 7.6 implies that, for k sufficiently large, Σ
k,l
can be constructed
from Σ via an isotopy of Is1(An). Thus if we let W
k be the varifold
limit of Σ
k,l
and W the limit of W k, then we have that ‖W‖(M) =
‖V ′‖(M).
Let {Σ
k,l(k)
} be a subsequence which converges to W . By the dis-
cussion above the subsequence is a minimizing sequence for Problem
(Σ, Is1(An)). HenceW is stationary in An. Moreover, by Theorem 7.3,
every W k is a stable minimal surface in the annulus An∗: the curva-
ture estimates (see (8)) give that W is a stable minimal surface in An∗.
Hence W is a replacement for V ′.
Step 2 Summarizing we have proven in Step 1 that for any y ∈ An
there exists r(y) > 0 such that in the class of annuli AN r(y)(y) we
can construct replacements. In order to complete the proof we have
to check that the replacements so constructed satisfy all the technical
requirements of Proposition 6.3. Thus define W as in Step 1. Since
{Σ
k,l(k)
} is a minimizing sequence for Problem (Σ, Is1(An)), in all the
arguments of Step 1 we can use W in place of V ′. Thus for every
y ∈ An, W has the replacement property for a class of annuli centered
at y. This shows the second part of (b) in Definition 6.2
We still have to settle the first part of (b) in Definition 6.2, i.e. that
if the W constructed in Step 1 replaces V ′ in an annulus of AN r(x)(x),
then W has the replacement property on the whole collection of annuli
AN r(x)(x). Note that our r(x) = ε, where ε is given by Lemma 7.6.
Every Σ
k,l(k)
coincides with Σk inM \Bε(x) and {Σ
k,l(k)
} is minimizing
for Problem (Σ, Is1(An)). Thus the last line of Lemma 7.6 applies and
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again we can argue as in Step 1 with W in place of V ′. We conclude
that also W has a replacement in every annulus of AN ε(x).
Condition (c) in Definition 6.2 follows from similar arguments. Sum-
marizing, V ′ and all its replacements just constructed satisfy the re-
quirements of Proposition 6.3. Hence V ′ is a smooth surface in An. 
7.4. Proof of Lemma 7.6. Step 1: Small area slices. Let x,
ε, An, Σk and ϕ be as in the statement of the lemma. We know that
Σk converges to a varifold V ′ which is stationary in An and has mass
m0. Thus the monotonicity formula gives that
‖V ′‖(An(x, ε, 2ε)) < 4m0ε
2 .
Therefore, if k is sufficiently large we get thatH2(Σk∩B2ε(δ)) < 5m0ε2.
Applying the coarea formula we have that, for every such k, there exists
an interval Ik ⊂]ε, 2ε[ such that
L1(Ik) > 0 and H
1(Σk ∩ ∂Bτ (x)) ≤ 10m0ε for all τ ∈ Ik . (53)
Thus, applying Sard’s Theorem to the function d (·, x) on Σk, we can
find τk ∈]ε, 2ε[ such that
H1(Σk ∩ ∂Bτk(x)) < 10m0ε and Σ
k is transversal to ∂Bτk(x) .
(54)
Moreover, the smoothness of Σk implies that we can choose a small
interval ]σk, sk[ with ε < σk and so that (54) holds for every τk ∈]σk, sk[.
Step 2: Radial deformations.
For η > 0 we denote by Oη the usual radial deformation of Euclidean
3–space given by Oη(x) = ηx. If both r and rη are less than Inj (M)/2,
then we define the diffeomorphism
Iη : Br(x) → Bηr(x) by exp ◦Oη ◦ exp
−1 .
By the smoothness of M there exists µ > 0 such that, for any surface
Γ ⊂M ,
H2(Iη(Γ) ∩ Bηr(x)) ≤ µ η
2H2(Γ ∩ Br(x)) , (55)
H1(Iη(Γ) ∩ ∂Bηr(x)) ≤ µ ηH
1(Γ ∩ ∂Br(x))
if Γ is transversal to ∂Br(x). (56)
H2(Γ ∩ Br(x)) ≤ µ
∫ r
0
H1(Γ ∩ ∂Bρ(x)) dρ. (57)
Fix k and choose ε, σk and sk as in the previous step. In the current
step we use Iη to construct a smooth ψ : [0, 1]×M →M such that
- For every δ > 0, ψ|[0,1−δ]×M is a smooth isotopy supported in
Is(Bsk(x));
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- ψ|{1}×M “squeezes” the ball Bσk(x) to the point {x} and
“stretches” the annulus An(x, σk, sk) to the ball Bsk(x);
- For some constant C depending on µ we have (see Fig. 11)
H2(ψ(t,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + Cε2 . (58)
We construct ψ explicitly. We first choose a nondecreasing smooth
f : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ [0, 1] such that
f(t, r) =
{
(1− t) if r ∈ [0, σk],
1 if r ∈ [sk, 1],
and then set
ψ(t, y) =
{
y if d (y, x) ≥ sk ,
If(t,d (x,y))(y) otherwise.
sk
identity
2σk 2(1− t)σk
smooth
(1− t)·identity
Figure 11. The map ψ(t, ·) :M →M
We will only prove (58), since the other properties are easy to check.
First of all, since ψ(t, y) = y on M \Bσk(x), we have
H2(ψ(t,Σk) ∩ (M \B2ε(x)) = H
2(Σk ∩ (M \B2ε(x)). (59)
By (55)
H2(ψ(t,Σk)∩B(1−t)σk (x)) ≤ µ(1−t)
2H2(Σk∩Bσk) ≤ 10µm0ε . (60)
To estimate the remaining portion of ψ(t,Σk) we use (57) and get
H2(ψ(t,Σk) ∩An(x, (1− t)σk, sk)) ≤
µ
∫ sk
(1−t)σk
H1(ψ(t,Σk) ∩ ∂Bρ(x))dρ. (61)
Note that for ρ ∈ ((1 − t)σk, sk) there exists τ ∈ (σk, sk) and η ≤ 1
such that
ψ(t,Σk) ∩ ∂Bρ = Iη(Σ
k ∩ ∂Bτ (x)) .
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Thus, by (56) and (54) we have
H1(ψ(t,Σk) ∩ ∂Bρ) ≤ µH
1(Σk ∩ ∂Bτ (x)) ≤ 10µm0ε . (62)
Inserting (62) in (61) we find that
H2(ψ(t,Σk) ∩An(x, (1− t)σk, sk)) ≤ 20µ
2m0ε
2. (63)
Equations (59), (60), and (63) yield
H2(ψ(t,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + Cε2 . (64)
Step 3: The conclusion.
Choose ε such that µCε2 < 1/32 and K such that :
• We can construct the ψ of the previous step with (64) valid
for any k > K;
• H2(Σk) ≤ H2(Σ) + 1/32 for any k > K.
We want to prove that ε satisfies the requirement of the lemma. Indeed
choose any smooth isotopy ϕ which is supported onBε(x) and such that
H2(ϕ(1,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk). Set
K = sup
t
H2(ϕ(t,Σk) ∩ Bσk(x))
and choose t such that µ(1− t)2K ≤ 1/32.
Define isotopies ψ− and ϕ˜ by
ψ−(s, ·) = ψ(1− s, ·) and ϕ˜ = I(1−t) ◦ ϕ ◦ I(1−t)−1 ,
and note that ψ− is the “backward” of ψ and hence instead of “squeez-
ing”, it magnifies, whereas ϕ˜ is the “(1− t)–shrunk” version of ϕ. We
now define a (piecewise) smooth isotopy Ψ : I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ×M →M by
gluing ψ, φ˜, and ψ− together. Namely, set
• Ψ(s, ·) = ψ(s, ·) for s ∈ I1 = [0, 1− t];
• Ψ(s, ·) = ϕ˜(s− (1− t)) for s ∈ I2 = [1− t, 2− t];
• Ψ(s, ·) = ψ−((s− (2− t))+ t, ϕ˜(1, ·)) for s ∈ I3 = [2− t, 3−2t].
Loosely speaking, the isotopy Ψ performs the following operations (see
Fig. 12):
First it “shrinks” the ball Bsk(x) to the ball B(1−t)sk(x);
Then it applies the “(1 − t)–shrunk” version of ϕ to the ball
B(1−t)sk(x);
Finally it magnifies back B(1−t)sk(x) to the ball Bsk(x).
By changing parameter we can assume that Ψ is smooth and that
Ii = [(i− 1)/3, i/3]. Note that (58) implies that
H2(Ψ(s,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + 1/32 for s ∈ [0, 1/3]. (65)
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rescaled
version of ϕ
s ∈ I1:
s ∈ I2:
s ∈ I3:
identity
magnifying
shrinking
Figure 12. The isotopy Ψ.
Since µ(1− t)2K ≤ 1/32 we have
H2(Ψ(s,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + µ(1− t)2K ≤
1
32
for s ∈ [1/3, 2/3].
(66)
Again by (58), and since H2(ϕ(1,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk), we have
H2(Ψ(s,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + 1/32 + µH2(ϕ(1,Σk) ∩Bσk(x))
≤ H2(Σk) + 1/32 + µCε2
≤ H2(Σk) + 1/16 for s ∈ [2/3, 1]. (67)
Thus for every s
H2(Ψ(s,Σk)) ≤ H2(Σk) + 1/16 ≤ H2(Σ) + 3/32. (68)
Note also that Ψ(1,Σk) = ϕ(1,Σk). Finally, recall that Σk was obtained
via an isotopy ϕk such that
H2(ϕk(t,Σ)) ≤ H2(Σ) + 1/8.
Gluing together ϕk and Ψ we easily obtain a Φ which satisfies both (51)
and (52). Clearly the ε found in this proof satisfies the last requirement
of the statement of the lemma. 
7.5. Proof of Theorem 7.1. We will apply Proposition 6.3. From
Proposition 7.5 we know that in every annulus An ∈ AN r(x)(x) there
is a replacement V ∗ for V . We still need to show that V satisfies (a),
(b), and (c) in Definition 6.2. Consider the family of surfaces Σj,k of
Lemma 7.4. By a diagonal argument we can extract a subsequence
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Σj,k(j) converging to V ∗. Note the following consequence of the way we
constructed {Σj,k(j)}j. If U is open and
- either U ∪ An is contained in some annulus AN r(x)(x)
- or U∩An = ∅ and U is contained in some annulus ofAN r(y)(y)
with y 6= x,
then Σj,k(j) is a.m. in U . Thus {Σj,k(j)} is still a.m. in
- every annulus of AN r(x)(x);
- every annulus of AN ρ(y)(y) for y 6= x, provided ρ(y) is suffi-
ciently small.
This shows that (b) in Definition 6.2 holds for V . Similarly, we can show
that also condition (c) of that Definition holds. Hence Proposition 6.3
applies and we conclude that V is a smooth surface. 
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1.4
Let M3 be a closed Riemannian 3–manifold with a Morse function
f : M → [0, 1]. Denote by Σt the level set f−1({t}) and let Λ be the
saturated set of families{
{Γt}
∣∣∣ Γt = ψ(t,Σt) for some ψ ∈ C∞([0, 1]×M,M)
with ψt ∈ Diff0 for every t
}
.
To prove Proposition 1.4 we need to show that m0(Λ) > 0. To do
that set Ut = f
−1([0, t[) and Vt = ψ(t, Ut). Clearly Γt = ∂Vt and if we
let Vol denote the volume on M , then Vol(Ut) is a continuous function
of t. Since V0 is a finite set of points and V1 =M , then there exists an
s such that Vol(Vs) = Vol(M)/2. By the isoperimetric inequality there
exists a constant c(M) such that
Vol(M)
2
= Vol(Vs) ≤ c(M)H
2(Γs)
3/2 .
Hence,
F({Γt}) = max
t∈[0,1]
H2(Γt) ≥
(
Vol(M)
2c(M)
) 2
3
> 0 , (69)
and the proposition follows.
Appendix B. Two lemmas about varifolds
Lemma B.1. Let U be an open subset of a 3–manifold M and W a
stationary 2–varifold in V(U). If K ⊂⊂ U is a smooth strictly convex
set and x ∈ (supp (‖W‖)) ∩ ∂K, then
(Br(x) \K) ∩ supp (‖W‖) 6= ∅ for every r > 0.
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Proof. For simplicity assume that M = R3. The proof can be
easily adapted to the general case. Let us argue by contradiction; so
assume that there are x ∈ supp (‖W‖) and Br(x) such that (Br(x) \
K) ∩ supp (‖W‖) = ∅. Given a vector field χ ∈ C∞c (U,R
3) and a
2–plane π we set
Tr (Dχ(x), π) = Dv1χ(x) · v1 +Dv2χ(x) · v2
where {v1, v2} is an orthonormal base for π. Recall that the first vari-
ation of W is given by
δW (χ) =
∫
G(U)
Tr (Dχ(x), π) dW (x, π) .
Take an increasing function η ∈ C∞([0, 1]) which vanishes on [3/4, 1]
and is identically 1 on [0, 1/4]. Denote by ϕ the function given by
ϕ(x) = η(|y − x|/r) for y ∈ Br(x). Take the interior unit normal ν to
∂K in x, and let zt be the point x + tν. If we define vector fields ψt
and χt by
ψt(y) = −
y − zt
|y − zt|
and χt = ϕψt ,
then χt is supported in Br(x) and Dχt = ϕDψt +∇ϕ⊗ ψt. Moreover,
by the strict convexity of the subset K,
∇ϕ(y) · ν > 0 if y ∈ K ∩ Br(x) and ∇ϕ(y) 6= 0.
Note that ψt converges to ν uniformly in Br(x), as t ↑ ∞. Thus,
ψT (y) · ∇ϕ(y) ≥ 0 for every y ∈ K ∩ Br(x), provided T is sufficiently
large. This yields that
Tr (∇ϕ(y)⊗ ψT (y), π) ≥ 0 for all (y, π) ∈ G(Br(x) ∩K) . (70)
Note that Tr (Dψt(y), π) > 0 for all (y, π) ∈ G(Br(x)) and all t > 0.
Thus
δW (χT ) =
∫
G(Br(x)∩K)
Tr (DχT (y), π) dW (y, π)
(70)
≥
∫
G(Br(x)∩K)
Tr (ϕ(y)DψT (y), π) dW (y, π)
≥
∫
G(Br/4(x)∩K)
Tr (DψT (y), π) dW (y, π) > 0.
This contradicts that W is stationary and completes the proof. 
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Lemma B.2. Let x ∈ M and V be a stationary integer rectifiable
varifold in M . Assume T is the subset of the support of ‖V ‖ given by
T = {T (y, V ) consists of a plane transversal to ∂Bd(x,y)(x)} .
If ρ < Inj (M), then T is dense in (supp (‖V ‖)) ∩Bρ(x).
Proof. Since V is integer rectifiable, then V is supported on a
rectifiable 2–dimensional set R and there exists a Borel function h :
R → N such that V = hR. Assume the lemma is false; then there
exists y ∈ Bρ(x) ∩ supp (‖V ‖) and t > 0 such that
• the tangent plane to R in z is tangent to ∂Bd(z,x)(x), for any
z ∈ Bt(y).
We choose t so that Bt(y) ⊂ Bρ(x). Take polar coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) in
Bρ(x) and let f be a smooth nonnegative function in C
∞
c (Bt(y)) with
f = 1 on Bt/2(y). Denote by χ the vector field χ(θ, ϕ, r) = f(θ, ϕ, r)
∂
∂r
.
We use the notation of the proof of Lemma B.1. For every z ∈ R∩Bt(x),
the plane π tangent to R in z is also tangent to the sphere ∂Bd(z,x)(x).
Hence, an easy computation yields that Tr (χ, π)(z) = 2ψ(z)/d(z, x).
This gives
[δV ](χ) =
∫
R∩Bt(y)
2h(z)ψ(z)
d (z, x)
dH2(z) > C‖V ‖(Bt/2(y)) ,
for some positive constant C. Since y ∈ supp (‖V ‖), we have
‖V ‖(Bt/2(y)) > 0 .
This contradicts that V is stationary. 
Appendix C. An example
Let V1 ∈ V1(D2) be the 1–dimensional varifold given by three
straight lines ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3 which meet in the origin at angles of 60 degrees
and let V2 be the 1–dimensional varifold given by (see Fig. 13):
• V2 = V1 in D2 \ D1;
• In D1, V2 is given by the regular hexagon Hex with sides of
Length 1 and vertices lying on the li’s.
Note that both V1 and V2 are stationary in D2, they have the same
mass, and they coincide in D2 \ D1.
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